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Vertical Jump

Open space Year 4 and year 8

Jumping.

4 bibs.

Questions/instructions:

Stand on the mark — knees slightly bent.

Jump as high as you can, swinging your arms above 
your head.

Have 3 goes - the first is a practice jump.

Piggy in the Middle

Team Year 8

Game strategy.

Video recording on laptop computer, 
pair and team answer sheets.

Questions/instructions:

This activity uses the computer.

Click the Piggy in the Middle button.

You are going to watch videos of children 
playing Piggy in the Middle. In this game 
the person or people in the middle try to 
stop the ball from getting through.

In the first video, the two people throwing 
the ball are doing a good job of getting the 
ball past the person in the middle. As you 
watch the video, think about the ways the 
two children keep the ball away from the 
person in the middle. You will see the video 
two times.

Click the Play button to show Clip 1. 
[see top of adjacent page]

Hand out pair answer sheets.

In your pairs (B1 and B2 work together, 
B3 and B4 work together), write down 
on the answer sheet all the ways the two 
children kept the ball away from the 
person in the middle.

Give students time.

Now I want you to tell each other what you 
have written down.

Allow time. 

Collect in pair answer sheets.

How the two children kept the ball away 
from the person in the middle: 
[ideas from two pairs]

      passer and receiver moving around a lot          82

                 passer moving/throwing quickly          64

                                   passer tricking/faking          73

           communication/teamwork between
                                      passer and receiver          29

                                         high pass (over top)           95

                                          low/bounce pass          90

                      deliberately varying strategies          53

                  uncoiled strongly from a crouch   96   94

                             swung arms from behind 
                                      body to above head   78   79

                                  landed on balls of feet   68   76

                           bent legs to absorb impact   88   89

Height gain:           substantial (e.g. 20–30cm)     7    19

                                      moderate (e.g. 15cm)    90   80

                                                           little    3     1

 Total score:          6    6    16

          5   46   42

          4   29   29

          3   15   10

                 0–2    4     3

Commentary:
There was little difference in technique between year 4 
and year 8 students, but the greater height and strength 
of the year 8 students probably gave an advantage in 
height gain.


